It is important to provide a representation method of gene regulatory networks which realizes the intuitions of biologists while keeping the universality in its computational ability. In this paper, we propose a method to exploit hybrid Petri net (HPN) for representing gene regulatory networks. The HPN is an extension of Petri nets which have been used to represent many kinds of systems including stochastic ones in the eld of computer sciences and engineerings. Since the HPN has continuous and discrete elements, it can easily handle biological factors such as protein and mRNA concentrations. We demonstrate that, by using HPNs, it is possible to translate biological facts into HPNs in a natural manner. It should be also emphasized that a hierarchical approach is taken for our construction of the genetic switch mechanism of phage which is realized by using HPNs. This hierarchical approach with HPNs makes easier the arrangement of the components in the gene regulatory network based on the biological facts and provides us a prospective view of the network. We also show some computational results of the protein dynamics of the phage mechanism that is simulated and observed by implementing the HPN on a currently available tool.
Introduction
Some kinds of models have been studied to express gene regulatory networks or genetic networks such as electrical circuits 1 , Boolean networks 2;3;4 , dierential equations 5;6;7;8 and stochastic Petri net 9;10 . A b o v e all, it is widely accepted that the approach with dierential equations plays a central role in modeling gene regulatory networks.
McAdams and Shapiro proposed a hybrid modeling approach that integrates conventional biochemical kinetic modeling within the framework of a circuit simulation 1 . Chen et al. 7 presented a number of linear dierential equation models, including both mRNA and protein levels. They showed theoretically how to solve the problem of estimating the parameters on the models using linear algebra and Fourier transforms. Novak et al. 6 constructed a mathematical model of ssion yeast growth and division that encompasses all three crucial checkpoint controls by using a set of non-linear dierential equations. A similar approach is also taken for modeling M-phase control in Xenopus oocyte extracts 5 . K y oda and Kitano 8 focused on the formation of the expression patterns of some number of genes which are involved in the development of the third instar Drosophila leg disc. They summarized the regulatory relations of these genes as a table, represented the concentrations of proteins by dierential equations, and presented a result asserting that P-D axis can be formed by a set of genes with dierent activation thresholds. Now, we turn our attention to Petri net. The most attractive feature of Petri nets is that basic aspects of concurrent systems are captured conceptually as well as mathematically. A large amount of investigations on Petri nets have been compiled in the literature, and various applications have chosen Petri nets as their control models due to the intuitively understadable graphical notation of Petri nets 11 .
Goss and Peccoud 9;10 introduced an approach to modeling stochastic systems in molecular biology, using stochastic Petri nets (SPNs). The approach was illustrated with examples of models of genetic and biochemical phenomena by using an existing software 9 . They also succeeded in analyzing the stabilizing eect of the protein Rom on the genetic network controlling COLE1 plasmid replication by using the SPN 10 .
Dierential equations are widely accepted to express gene regulations, but the drawback of this approach is the hardness to observe the regulation mechanism intuitively in the biological sense. On the other hand, ordinary Petri net models including SPN cannot be substituted for the dierential equations in these approaches. The reason is that representing a continuous value such as the concentration of mRNA or protein is an essential factor in expressing gene regulation, but ordinary Petri net models do not have such functions. These observations led us to introduce the hybrid Petri net 12 for expressing gene regulations.
Hybrid Petri net (HPN) is an extension of Petri net that allows to handle continuous factors. The HPN enables us to express explicitly the relationship between continuous values and discrete values while keeping the characteristics of ordinary Petri nets soundly. Of course, stochastic factors, which are seemed essential for representing biological systems, can be included properly in HPNs. Moreover, the concept of HPN is well applicable to integrating conventional biochemical kinetic modeling with models of control and delay mechanisms in gene regulatory networks. In this paper, we rstly give a method to represent gene regulatory networks by using HPNs. We then apply this method for simulating the well known genetic switch mechanism of phage to choose between lysis and lysogeny 13;14 . A hirarchical representation of gene regulatory networks is also realized with HPN in this paper. This hirarchical representation machanism makes it possible to obtain a prospecive view over gene regulatory networks. This will be demonstrated in Sections 3 and 4. We implemented our HPN for the genetic switch mechanism of phage with a tool called Visual Object Net++ 15 and the simulation results show that our approach with HPN is quite promising for further development.
Operon Model by Hybrid Petri Net
We assume that the reader is familiar with Petri nets 11 . In this section, we give a brief look at the denition of a hybrid Petri net together with the teminology that will be empolyed for representing the gene regulatory network of the genetic switch mechanism of phage. This section concentrates on the HPN representation of the operon model with which we describe the basic idea to introduce HPN for representing gene regulatory networks. Denition 1. We denote a hybrid PN as Q = ( P;T;h;Pre; Post; M 0 ), where P = fP 1 ; P 2 ; :::; P n g(n 1) and T = fT 1 ; T 2 ; :::; T m g(m 1) are the sets of places and transitions, respectively; h : P [ T ! f D;Cg indicates for every place or transition whether it is a discrete or continuous one. A non-negative integer called the number of token is always associated with a discrete place (h(P i ) = D ), and a non-negative real numbers called the mark is always associated with a continuous place (h(P i ) = C ); Pre(P i ; T j ) ( P ost(P i ; T j )) is a function that denes arc from a place P i (a transition T j ) to a transition T j (a place P i ), where the arc has a weight of non-negative integer (non-negative real number) if h(P i ) = D ( h ( P i ) = C ). Pre and Post functions must meet the following criterion:
if P i and T j are a place and a transition such that P i is discrete and T j is continuous then Pre(P i ; T j )=Post(P i ; T j ) must be veried; M 0 is a mapping from the set of places to the set of non-negative integers or the set of non-negative real numbers called the initial marking. We assign a variable d Tj called the delay time of T j to each discrete transition T j (h(T j ) = D ) and assign a variable v Tj called the speed o f T j to each continuous transition T j (h(T j ) = C ). In this denition of HPN, we have excluded the probabilistic feature of the system but it can be easily introduced.
With this denition of HPN, the mechanism related to transcription can be described in a natural way. Figure 1 is a hybrid Petri net which describes the transcription on an operon containing two genes, gene1 and gene2, and the translation on each of the two genes. S 1 , F 1 , and S 2 are discrete places, and R 1 , P 1 , R 2 , and P 2 are continuous places. T R1 , T 12 , and T R2 are discrete transitions, and T P 1 , D R1 , D P 1 , T P 2 , D R2 , and D P 2 are continuous transitions.
In the initial marking, the discrete place S 1 has a token (this reects that RNA polymerase binds to the promoter of the operon), whereas the marks of other places are zero. The speed v T P1 of the continuous transition T P 1 reects the speed of translation of gene1. (The transitions T P 1 and D R1 can be red with the speeds v TR1 and v DR1 , respectively, when a mark of the place R 1 is greater than zero.) The place R 1 is simultaneously an input and an output of the transition T P 1 , because it is required for translation but should not be consumed. The increasing rate of the concentration of protein of the gene1 (the marking of the place P 1 ) is given by Post(P 1 ; T P 1 ) 1 v T P 1 . The degradation rate of concentration of protein of gene1 is given by Pre (P 1 ; D P 1 ) 1 v D P 1 . The delay time d T12 of the transition T 12 represents the time needed for RNA polymerase moving between the end of gene1 and the beginning of gene2. At the moment when the place S 2 gets a token, RNA polymerase begins the transcription of gene2. Further arguments on gene2 is omitted, since it is similar to the case of gene1 described above.
Growth Pathway Control of Phage
This section is devoted to a further HPN description of the regulatory network related to the growth pathway control by arranging discrete and continuous places and transitions with appropriate parameter adjustings. The description is given as a natural translation of the biological facts into HPN terms.
Eect of Concentrations of Two Proteins, CI and Cro
Although, for historical reasons, the cI gene product has been called`repressor', we use the term`CI protein' instead of this throughout this paper. It is well known that the two regulatory proteins CI and Cro play impotant roles for deciding the lysis and lysogeny growth pathway and ultraviolet irradiation of a lysogen induces lytic growth 13;14 . The genes that encode CI and Cro are adjacent on the phage chromosome, and each of these genes has its own promoter, P RM of the gene cI and P R of the gene cro. The right operator of phage O R consists of three adjacent sites O R1 ,O R2 , and O R3 . CI and Cro bind to these sites to regulate the activities of the two promoters. Table 1 summarizes the relationships among concentrations of proteins CI and Cro, binding situations of these proteins on O R1 , O R2 , and O R3 sites, states (ON or OFF) of the promoters P RM and P R , and the presence of ultraviolet irradiation (UV).
At the initial stage, the concentrations of both of CI and Cro are low (blanks at the column \concentration" in Table 1 ), and neither CI nor Cro can bind to three sites. This situation leads the promoters P RM to turn o and P R to turn on ( J and at the column \promoter" mean ON and OFF of the promoter, respectively.)
If the concentration of CI increases to some level(+), CI (3) binds to two sites O R2 and O R1 . As a result, the two promoter switches are going to be reversed, that is, P RM is ON and P R is OFF. At higher concentration of CI (++), O R3 , as well as O R1 and O R2 , are lled. This binding of CI to O R3 truns o P RM .
The states of the promoters P RM and P R do not change from initial stage under the condition that Cro (4) binds to O R3 until the concentration of Cro is up to some level (+). However, the concentration of Cro is in exess (++), all sites are occupied by Cro. Then, both of P RM and P R are turned o.
The row i n T able 1 marked`@' implies that ultraviolet light is irradiated From Table 1 , we can easily see that it is not needed to distinguish CI (3) and Cro (4) for getting the required outputs of P RM and P R . P arameters of transitions D OR3 , D OR2 , and D OR1 represent the degradation rate of CI and Cro at the sites O R3 , O R2 , and O R1 , respectively.
It is easy to verify that dynamics of Figure 2 exactly corresponds to Table 1 .
Feedback Mechanism of CI and Cro
The factor that determines which pathway of lysogen and lysis is selected is the concentration of protein CII; that is, if CII is highly active then the infecting phage lysogenizes; otherwise it grows lytically. It is known that the activity of CII is determined by environmental factors. Furthermore, two proteins CI and Cro are also the keys to determine the pathway of lysogeny or lysis. Figure 3 describes this mechanism by an HPN. In the square surrounded by dotted line in the gure, the operator O R shown in Figure 2 should be inserted.
By referring to the previous section, we can easily see that each of non- The gene cI can be transcribed from either of two promoters, one is P RM activated by CI, the other is P RE activated by CII. If the concentration of CII is high (the threshold is given by Pre(CII,A C I I )) and the promoter P RE is going to be ON, then the concentration of CI keeps growing during the promoter P RM is ON. In addition, the transcript initiated at P RE , which includes`anti-sense' cro sequences, hybridizes with cro mRNA and prevents its translation. The parameter of discrete transition labeled D cro reects the rate of this hybridization. At very high concentration of CI, P RM switches to OFF. It follows that its own overproduction is prevented as is seen in Table 1 . Synthesis of the CI is therefore self-regulated both positively and negatively.
During the concentration of Cro is up to a level, the promoter P R keeps ON, and Cro protein is continuously produced until it reaches overproduction level. Note that these levels are given as weights of arcs in the way a s w e showed at the previous section.
The place labeled by C ROE is described for the convenience of the discussion in the next section. The place indicates the termination of transcription of the gene cro. Figure 4 shows the gene regulatory network that determines the growth path of phage by the HPN. In the square surrounded by dotted line in the gure, the feedback mechanism of CI and Cro shown in Figure 3 should be inserted. P L operon has the genes N, cIII,xis, and int. P R operon has the genes cro, cII, O, P , and Q. Note that these operons are described in the gure in the same manner as we gave in Section 2. P R 0 operon has the gene S and downstream genes that encode cell lysis proteins and head and tail coat proteins.
HPN Representation of Early Stage Gene Expressions of Phage
N protein regulates early gene expression by acting at three terminators: one between itself and the neighbor gene cIII, one between genes cro and cII, and one between genes P and Q. CII turns on cI and int. It encourages RNA polymerase to bind and begin transcription at two promoters that would remain silent: P RE and P I . CIII protein helps to establish lysogeny, that is, its role is to protect CII from degradation. Int protein helps to integrate the chromosome of phage into the host chromosome. In the case of reverse reaction, excision, the protein Xis is needed in addition with Int. Protein O and P proteins are required for DNA replication. Q protein turns on the late genes{those for lysis and for production of heads and tails. It anti-terminates specically a small RNA begun at a promoter P R 0 , located just to the neighbor of Q.
The marks of continuous places labeled with the names of proteins represent the concentrations of these proteins. The bi-direction arcs between the place labeled N and three discrete transitions indicate that N anti-terminates the terminators to allow transcriptions of genes followed by the three transitions. The bi-direction arc between the place labeled Q and the discrete transition has the same meaning as above. These bi-direction arcs have the weights representing the thresholds of concentration enough for the anti-terminations, although these are not represented explicitly in the gure.
An observation concerning to the decision of lysogeny or lysis pathway is given in 14 , that is, not only CII protein eects the decision but also CIII protein does. In addition to the natural protein degradation rate, we assume that CII protein makes extra degradation by the rate of speed of the transition Under the conditions favoring CII protein activity, the concentrations of CI and Int grow rapidly. The int gene is transcribed from the promoter P L as well as from the promoter P I . However, the mRNA of int initiated at P L is degraded by cellular nucleases, whereas mRNA initiated at P I is stable and can be translated into the protein Int. Note that in the case of induction of a lysogen, it is known that the transcription from P L is needed for making Xis and Int, but details are omitted here. The places labeled by R int1 and R int2 represent the concentrations of int mRNAs initiated at P L and P I , respectively. We do not describe the arcs and transition for translation between R int1 and Int, because we can see that these are not needed from the argument above.
CII inhibits expression of the late genes by stimulating a promoter called P anti0Q . That promoter directs backwards transcription of the Q gene. The anti-sense Q RNA hybridizes with and prevents its translation. We can see that this function is reected in the Figure 4 .
At the rst, RNA polymerases bind to three promoters P L , P R , and P R 0 and begin transcription. It follows that, at the initial marking, only each of the places corresponding to the three places has a token. The parameters of transitions are selected to appropriate values so that these are consistent with the biological phenomena described in 13;14 .
We have implemented the gene regulatory network presented in this paper by using Petri-Net-CAD/CAE-Tool called Visual Object Net++ which works on Windows95/NT 15 . Of course, the tool supports mixed continuous and discrete event Petri nets. Since the tool does not support hierarchical concepts, we made simulations on the Petri net integrating Figures 2, 3 , and 4.
The dynamics of protein concentrations which are obtained by simulating the hybrid Petri net described in this paper are shown in Figure 5 . These results are consistent with the biological facts well 13;14 . The les which we made can be downloaded from the website 16 . It is known that the choice of either lysogeny or lysis is determined by the combination of CII and CIII proteins. Figure 5 shows the cases that the rate of CII concentrations are dierent, whereas the rate of CIII concentrations the are same. The left and half parts of the gure show the cases which establish the lysogeny and lysis paths, respectively.
If the concentration of CII keeps high rate, it reaches the threshold levels enough to stimulate the promoters P RE , P I ,and P anti0Q . Then, the concentrations of CI and Int are going to grow, and the transcription of`anti-sense' Q RNA is begun. By the feedback mechanism stated in Section 3, the concentration of CI keeps a level enough for changing to the lysis growth by ultraviolet irradiation. We can also observe that the activities of Q protein is repressed by the anti-sense Q RNA.
In contrast with this, if the concentration of CII is low, the promoters P RE and P RM are never turned on, but the promoter P R is turned on. As a result, the concentration of Cro protein keeps increasing. The Q protein antiterminates the terminator just located at the neighbor of the P R , then the S protein is synthesized and the production of heads and tails is begun.
Conclusion
We believe that the method introduced in this paper can provide a powerful test of the hypothesis which biologists are going to set up, because the graphical representation of proteins and mRNAs in the HPN is similar to standard representations of them in biochemistry. Of course, the HPN can handle probabilistic factors in biological phenomena. Moreover, we demonstrate how gene regulatory networks are represented hierarchically. In addition to the merit of arranging the view of the gene regulatory networks, hierarchical representations enable us to place a black box at the location where the detailed mechanism is unknown but the relation of input and output is known as a function.
McAdams and Shapiro 1 proposed a hybrid modeling approach that integrates conventional biochemical kinetic modeling within the framework of a electrical circuit simulation. However, basically, their model consists of two dierent kinds of parts, circuit diagrams and dierential equations. In this pa-per, we show that HPN can integrate such dierent kinds of parts and perform the direct simulation on the HPN representing a gene regulatory network by using a currently available tool. Simulation results of another organisms such as Xenopus 5 and ssion yeast 6 will be reported elsewhere soon.
